Employer: IMTC (Investment Management Technology Corporation)
Title: Senior Full Stack Developer (Full-Time)
Location: Remote with E.T. working hours | Headquarters in Manhattan, New York

The Company
IMTC is a cloud-native SaaS company that is fundamentally changing the way asset & wealth managers
invest in the bond market. Our investment management system spans portfolio construction, trade
allocation, risk and order management, compliance, and reporting. The IMTC software differentiates from
legacy providers in a variety of ways, most notably by optimizing portfolios with a speed and accuracy
that’s never been possible before. Our platform empowers investment managers to grow their business
and deliver improved outcomes for their clients. Our team combines investment industry expertise with
experienced developers to produce cutting-edge technology focused on automation and scalability.

The Opportunity
As a Senior Full Stack Developer at IMTC, you will be part of a team designing and developing advanced
cloud solutions on MS Azure, with a foundation in agile working methods, DevOps, and Test-Driven
Development. Given the frequency of our product releases, we have developed a toolbox of agile
development practices which allow our Dev Team to release code in a highly dynamic flow. This means
you can expect to see your own code in production during your first week on the job, whether you’re at
the beginning of your career or have several years of experience.
In addition to deploying continuous releases into production, automation is central to our development
pipeline – everything from unit tests to integration tests, UI tests, and performance tests. As such, we
avoid repetitive processes and in turn foster innovation and creativity. With this comes faster, higherquality solutions and a greater business value. And, you will have the opportunity to learn from and work
with seasoned technologists to effect real change in an industry ripe for disruption.
If you are looking for a creative environment and a challenging opportunity, we want to hear from you!

Responsibilities
•

Develop high quality software under the direction of the Tech and Team Leads

•

Develop both front- and backend functionality

•

Oversee software tests to ensure responsiveness and efficiency

•

Troubleshoot, debug, and upgrade software

•

Oversee software maintenance and upgrades following deployment

•

Create security and data protection settings

•

Work with Product and Customer Success teams to design client-driven software solutions
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Qualifications
•

5-7+ years of experience within software development

•

Degree in Software Engineering, Development or Computer Science (Master’s preferred)

•

Experience writing testable code using C# and TypeScript and a commitment to code quality

•

Experience with frontend development, preferably Angular

•

Used to working with version control, like Git

•

Desire to work with the latest technologies in Azure and .NET Core

•

Interest in an agile setup, where demands and direction are ever-changing while co-

•

determination and freedom are paramount
Speak and write in English at a medium / high level

What We Offer
•

Exciting, fast-paced work environment

•

Hands-on experience in an early-stage start-up with experienced founders

•

Opportunity to assist in the development of next generation software

•

Opportunity to explore ground-breaking ideas in cloud computing, optimization, and automation

•

Chance to contribute meaningfully at a pivotal moment in the company’s growth

•

Collaborative and team-oriented start-up culture

•

Competitive compensation and benefits

To apply, please send your resume to careers@IMTC.com and rfe@imtc.com .

IMTC is committed to ensuring equal employment opportunities for all employees, including qualified employment
applicants. The company strives to maintain an environment free of discrimination based on race, color, religion, gender,
national origin, ancestry, age, disability, genetic information, military or veteran status, marital status, sexual orientation,
gender identity, citizenship, or any other protected category or characteristics as defined by federal, state or local laws.
This equal employment opportunity policy applies to all employment practices, including but not limited to recruiting,
hiring, advertising, promotion, transfer, reductions in force, social and recreational programs, training, emplo yee
development, compensation and fringe benefits, discipline and termination.
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